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Single-crystal neutron diffraction study of Nd magnetic ordering in NdFeO3 at low temperature
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The temperature variation of the~100! and~010! neutron diffraction peak intensities, related only to the Nd
magnetic moments, have been measured on a NdFeO3 single crystal, at temperatures down to 70 mK. The
~100! peak becomes noticeable below 25 K while the~010! peak only gives an appreciable contribution below
1 K. AboveTN2'1 K the ~100! peak intensity is accounted for by the electronic magnetic moments polarized
by the Nd-Fe exchange field. NearTN2 a change of slope is observed in the temperature dependence of the
~100! reflection intensity, demonstrating the crossover from the above polarization of Nd under the Nd-Fe
exchange to proper long-range ordering due to Nd-Nd interaction. Below;0.4 K another mechanism, polar-
ization of Nd nuclear moments by hyperfine field, contributes to the intensity of the~100! and~010! peaks. A
simple mean-field model explains consistently the observed temperature dependence of the diffraction inten-
sities as well as earlier specific-heat data. The main feature of this model is allowance for Van Vleck suscep-
tibility, which appears to play an important role in the overall polarization of Nd. The values of the hyperfine
field at the Nd nucleiHhf51.060.15 MOe and of the Nd electronic magnetic momentmNd50.9mB are
deduced, the ratioHhf /mNd being the same as in other Nd compounds.@S0163-1829~97!11817-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskites in general and rare-earth orthoferritesRFeO3
in particular are recognized model systems in solid-s
physics and as such they have been under thorough inv
gation over decades. Many techniques have been applied
among them neutron diffraction has been used extensive
determine the magnetic structures of the orthoferrites, s
ing with the pioneer work of Koehleret al. back in 1960,1

where, among others, NdFeO3 was studied. It thus came as
surprise when two years ago in this by then well-stud
compound the moments of Nd were found to undergo a
lective magnetic ordering atTN251.05 K2, not just unno-
ticed, but regarded as impossible before.3

NdFeO3 has an orthorhombically distorted perovsk
structure, space groupD2h

162Pbnm, with four formula units
per elementary cell.4,5 The magnetic configurations are cu
tomarily described in terms of eigenstates of linear combi
tions of spin operators for different rare-earth or iron site6

whose Cartesian components transform as one of the e
one-dimensional irreducible representations of the redu
space groupD̃2h

16 . For the Nd subsystem these linear com
nations are

f̂5 ŝ11 ŝ21 ŝ31 ŝ4 , ~1!

â5 ŝ12 ŝ22 ŝ31 ŝ4 ,
550163-1829/97/55~17!/11432~10!/$10.00
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ĝ5 ŝ12 ŝ21 ŝ32 ŝ4 ,

ĉ5 ŝ11 ŝ22 ŝ32 ŝ4 ,

whereŝ1 , ŝ2 , ŝ3 , and ŝ4 are the electronic spins of the fou
Nd31 ions situated approximately at~0,0,14!, ~0,0,34!, ~12,

1
2,
3
4!,

and ~12,
1
2,
1
4! in the unit cell. Formulas similar to Eq.~1!,

but with iron spins, define operatorsF̂, Â, Ĝ, andĈ used to
describe magnetic configurations of iron.

The iron spins in NdFeO3 order at high temperature
TN15690 K;7 the magnetic structure is antiferromagnet
with a weakly ferromagnetic componentGxFz ~irreducible
representationG4!. Between 125 and 167 K the iron spin
rotate continuously in theac plane, from GxFz to
GzFx (G42G2).

8 At low temperatures theGzFx (G2) spin
configuration of iron induces, via Nd-Fe exchange, a noti
able Nd polarization of the same symmetryG2 (cyf x). The
weak ferromagnetic moments,Fx of iron and f x of Nd, are
antiparallel and atT58 K the overall spontaneous magne
zation becomes compensated.9,10 Both theGz mode of iron
and thecy mode of Nd were observed in powder neutr
diffraction experiments at low temperatures.11,12

The proper magnetic ordering of Nd in NdFeO3 takes
place atTN251.05 K, as manifested by a sharp peak in t
specific heat, found recently2 on the low-temperature slop
of the Schottky anomaly known from an earlier work.3 The
interpretation of the peak was based upon the analogy w
other orthoferrites, GdFeO3 ~Ref. 13! and DyFeO3 ~Ref. 14!,
11 432 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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as well as with isostructural Nd compounds, NdGaO3 ~Ref.
15! and NdCoO3, ~Ref. 2! where similar magnetic orderin
had been observed before. The specific-heat data were
cessfully described by the mean-field model,2 which, how-
ever, due to its disregard of important effects associated w
Van Vleck susceptibility, proved insufficient for the neutro
diffraction peak intensities dealt with in the present work

Thus, our primary objective is to gain information abo
the magnetic symmetry of the Nd subsystem in the orde
phase. Secondly, we shall revise the mean-field mode
Ref. 2 so as to allow for the Van Vleck contribution, with
view to providing a coherent description of both the speci
heat and neutron diffraction data. Finally, below 1 K we
expect to see the contribution from the Nd nuclei polariz
by the hyperfine field, as was observed in NdGaO3,

16 so we
shall include this effect in the model.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The single crystal was grown by the flux method. Spo
taneous crystallization of NdFeO3 took place under isother
mic evaporation of a solution of stoichiometric mixture
Nd2O3 and Fe2O3 in PbO-PbF2-B2O3 melt. The crystal had
natural perovskite habit with faces parallel to~110!, ~1̄10!,
and ~001!. It was checked optically and with x-ray diffrac
tion; no twins were detected within the experimental sen
tivity.

The diffraction experiment was performed on the dou
axis diffractometer E4 at the Neutron Scattering Center
the Hahn-Meitner-Institut in Berlin. The high-resolutio
mode was employed with a wavelength ofl52.45 Å. A
l/2 pyrolitic graphite filter was used in all the experimen
Two setups were used: a3He-4He refrigerator coupled to a
standard ILL 4He gas-flow ‘‘orange’’ cryostat between 7
mK and 2 K, and just the ‘‘orange’’ cryostat from 2 to 30 K
The sample was oriented with itsc axis vertical; it was glued
with Stycast resin on a vertical thin copper plate placed
low a copper rod attached to the refrigerator mixing cha
ber. The temperature was measured at the mixing cham
so a certain temperature gradient between the sample
thermometer was expected.

Once the sample was cooled down to 1 K, the intensi
of the purely nuclear reflections~110! and ~11̄0! were mea-
sured inu-2u scans to verify the sample orientation and
obtain an absolute reference for the determination of m
netic intensities. After this,u-2u scans were done through th
~100! and ~010! magnetic positions, at various stabilize
temperatures. These scans were fitted to a simple Gau
function plus a constant background, and from each fit
curve the integrated intensity was evaluated. The scale fa
was determined from these intensities atT51.2 and 5 K.
The intensities of the~110! and ~11̄0! reflections differed
from each other by 15%, probably because of the differe
in the absorption of the Cu support plate for different orie
tations. The magnetic intensities measured at the same
perature with the two cryostats differed by 10%. With ju
one reflection intensity@that for ~110!# available, possible
extinction could not be allowed for. So, the absolute ac
racy of our measurements is 15%. On the other hand,
relative variations in the peak intensities due to tempera
variation were determined better than 1%, as we assure
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collecting the data long enough to gain sufficient statisti
and verified by reproducing some of the points.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Fig. 1 we present the~100! peak intensity as a function
of the temperature, with the two different data sets overl
ping between 1.2 and 2 K. As temperature decreases,
following four features become apparent.~a! Between 27 and
1.3 K the intensity continuously grows, as would be e
pected, due to the progressive polarization of the param
netic subsystem of Nd moments under the exchange fi
created by the Fe ions.~b! A change of slope occurs a
T'1.3 K, near the Nd ordering temperatureTN251.05 K.
~c! The intensity flattens out betweenTN2 and 800 mK;~d!
from 800 mK down to the lowest temperature achieved,
mK, the intensity increases steeply; this marks the onse
polarization of the Nd nuclear moments. The electronic m
netic moment of Nd deduced from the total intensity of t
~100! peak atT51 K is mNd50.960.1mB .

In Fig. 2 we show the temperature dependence of
intensity of the~010! peak. Between 27 and 5 K there is a
very small peak in theu-2u scans that could be due tol/2
contamination, so we regard the intensity of this peak as z

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the~100! reflection inten-
sity: d low-temperature data set;s high-temperature data se
dashed curve is a guide for the eye.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the~010! reflection inten-
sity: d low-temperature data set;s high-temperature data se
dashed curve is 0.06 times the~100! line intensity ~ascribed to
twins, see text for details!.
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11 434 55J. BARTOLOMÉet al.
base line for the intensity at lower temperatures. Below 8
the ~010! line intensity starts to grow. This cannot be due
either the long-range ordering of Nd~which would give con-
tribution only below TN251.05 K! or l/2 contamination
~which has already been determined at higher temperat
and should remain independent of temperature!.

The most plausible explanation for this is that a sm
volume of the sample is a twin crystal whosea axis is par-
allel to theb axis of the main crystal whereas thec axes of
both coincide. Then the~010! line is contaminated with the
intensity of the stronger magnetic~100! peak in an amoun
proportional to the twin volume. In fact, twinning is virtuall
inevitable in light rare-earth orthoferrites because their lat
parametersa andb are nearly equal. When scaled down
0.06 of its original magnitude, the~100! intensity matches
the temperature-dependent part of the~010! intensity above
TN2 , see Fig. 2. We thus conclude that the twin volume
about 6%, which is too small to be detected with the te
niques we used in our preliminary tests.

We subtracted the temperature-independentl/2 contribu-
tion as well as the twinning contribution@50.06 times the
~100! peak intensity# from the original intensity of the~010!
peak and plotted the thus corrected data in Fig. 3. There
remains a residual intensity below 1 K which must be caused
by polarization of the Nd nuclei.

We did not attempt to measure thef x component known
to be present aboveTN2 since the corresponding magnet
Bragg peaks are superimposed by the much more inte
nuclear peaks.

IV. ANALYSIS

The single-crystal neutron diffraction intensity corr
sponding to Bragg peak (hkl), or to vector t
5$2ph/a,2pk/b,2p l /c% of reciprocal lattice, is propor-
tional to

L~t!@ uFn~t!u21uFm1h~t!u2#, ~2!

whereL(t) is the Lorentz factor,17 L(100)5L(010)52.27,
Fn(t) is the nuclear structure factor, andFm1h(t) is the
magnetic and hyperfine structure factor. For nonpolarized
cident neutrons,

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the~010! reflection intensity
corrected for twinning. Continuous line was calculated using
~36! with Hhf51.0 MOe.
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Fn~t!5(
d
bdce

i t•d,

Fm1h~t!5(
d

F2a f d~t!^M̂d'&1
bdi

AI d~ I d11!
^ Î d&Gei t–d,

~3!

where the sum is extended over all atoms in a unit cell sp
fied by their positiond, M̂d' is the perpendicular tot com-
ponent of the~vector! operator of total electronic magneti
moment of the atom placed atd, and Î d is its nuclear spin
operator;bdc andbdi are, respectively, the coherent and i
coherent scattering lengths andf d(t) is the magnetic form
factor for the atom atd; a52.695310213 cm is the mag-
netic scattering length;̂•••& stands for thermal average.~We
have introduced a minus before the electronic magnetic
ment anticipating further application to143Nd and 145Nd,
whose nuclear magnetic moments are antiparallel to the
responding nuclear spinsI , but parallel to the hyperfine field
and the electronic magnetic momentsM producing that
field.!

We shall herein focus on the~100! and ~010! reflections.
Carrying out the summation in Eqs.~3!, with the atom posi-
tions d for NdFeO3 we find that bothFn(100) andFn(010)
vanish, whereas the only nonzero contribution
Fm1h(100) andFm1h(010) comes from the four Nd atoms
Taking into account that for Nd31 f (100)5 f (010)50.93,18

we writeFm1h(100) as follows:

Fm1h~100!50.93a^M̂1'1M̂2'2M̂3'2M̂4'&

2
bNd,i

AI ~ I11!
^ Î11 Î22 Î32 Î4&, ~4!

where the vector operatorM̂'5$0,M̂ y ,M̂ z% has onlyy and
z components. The expression forFm1h(010) is identical
with Eq. ~4!, butM̂' then means$M̂ x,0,M̂ z%. Thus,F

m1h for
both reflections under study contains operators similar to
spin operatorĉ defined by Eqs.~1!. This means that a non
zero magnetic part ofFm1h(100) can only result from mag
netic configurations of typecy (G2) and/orcz (G1), whereas
Fm1h(010) can only receive magnetic contributions fro
configurations of typecx(G3) and/or cz ; however, any
c-type configuration of nuclear moments contributes to
intensity of both peaks. A purely hyperfine~010! peak and a
~100! peak with a strong magnetic component, observed
the present work as well as in Ref. 19, suggest that the
served mode iscy . Then F

m1h has only ay component,
given by

Fm1h~010!52
bNd,i

AI ~ I11!
^ Î 1y1 Î 2y2 Î 3y2 Î 4y&, ~5!

Fm1h~100!50.93a34Sgyh2

2
bNd,i

AI ~ I11!
^ Î 1y1 Î 2y2 Î 3y2 Î 4y&, ~6!

whereh2 is a dimensionless parameter describing magn
order of typecy(G2),

.
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h25~4SgymB!21^M̂1y1M̂2y2M̂3y2M̂4y&, ~7!

gy is the splitting factor for the ground doublet of Nd31,
S5 1

2 ~see the next section!.
In principle, intensities of both peaks can also be affec

by a-type magnetic modes; however, this is neglected in E
~4!–~7!. There are two grounds for such neglect: first, t
corresponding terms contain a small prefactor proportiona
the deviation of the atomic positionsd from those character
istic of the ideal perovskite structure; for the ideal perovsk
structure these terms vanish completely. Secondly, no no
able ~001! peak was observed in powder neutron diffracti
above or belowTN2 ,

20 meaning that any possible content
eitherax or ay mode is negligibly small.

A. Electronic contribution

In this section the temperature dependence of the par
eterh2 defined by Eq.~7! will be calculated. We shall use
the mean field approximation, in particular the Nd-Fe e
change will be described by means of a staggered exch
field Hex produced by Fe and acting on the Nd ions. In t
temperature range under study this field can be assume
dependent of temperature, as the iron magnetic subsyste
fully saturated.

The low-symmetry~point groupCs-m! crystal field splits
the 4I 9/2 multiplet of Nd

31 into five Kramers doublets, the
first excited doublet being situated as high as at 122 K fr
the ground state.21 In the low-temperature range studied
the present work only the lowest doublet is apprecia
populated. This enables us to employ the effective sp12
formalism. Thus,ŝd in Eqs.~1! should be understood as sp
operators forS5 1

2.
The origin of polarizationh2 of the Nd

31 ions is twofold:
~i! Zeeman splitting of the ground doublet produced by
Nd-Fe and Nd-Nd exchange fields;~ii ! Van Vleck suscepti-
bility and associated extra moments induced on the Nd31 ion
by the exchange fields. We therefore write

h252 1
2 ^ĉy&1Van Vleck contribution. ~8!

Parameterh2 describes the magnetic mode that tran
forms like cy , i.e., it belongs to the irreducible represen
tion G2 of the reduced space groupD̃2h

16 . There exists an-
other spin operator that belongs toG2 , f̂ x .

6 It is associated
with the weak ferromagnetic component of the Nd magne
configuration, which is very small as comparedcy . It is ne-
glected in the present work, implying that the Nd-Fe e
change fieldHex has a nonzero component only in they
direction and that the Ndg tensor has no nondiagonal com
ponentgxy .

To describe the proper magnetic ordering of Nd, we
troduce another parameterh, which is assumed to belong t
a yet unknown irreducible representationG i , iÞ2. For sim-
plicity, we shall limit ourselves to just the Zeeman part
this parameter,h52 1

2^R̂&, whereR̂ is one of the spin op-
erators of type~1!, whose exact form is not yet known. W
also assume that any other mode that could possibly be
to the same representationG i remains negligibly small, so
that the ordering of Nd can be described with just one or
parameterh.
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After these preliminaries we write the following mea
field Hamiltonian for Nd ions in one unit cell:

ĤMF522uhR̂22u2h2ĉy1gymBHexĉy

2
2

N
xVVSHex1

2u2
gymB

h2D 222uh222u2h2
2. ~9!

In this expression the first and second terms describe
Nd-Nd exchange, modesG i andG2 , respectively, andu and
u2 are the corresponding exchange constants. The third t
corresponds to the Zeeman part of the Nd-Fe interaction.
fourth term takes into consideration the Van Vleck contrib
tion from both the Nd-Fe and Nd-Nd interactions. The fif
and sixth terms correspond to the self-interaction correct
~N51.7031022 cm23 is the concentration of Nd ions.!

The free energy splits into four equal free energies~one
for each Nd ion in the cell!

F5 1
2uh21 1

2u2h2
22T lnF2 coshS D

2TD G
2

xVV

2N SHex1
2u2
gymB

h2
2D 2, ~10!

where

D5@~2uh!21~gymBHex12u2h2!
2#1/2 ~11!

is the exchange splitting of the Nd31 ground doublet. Mini-
mizing F with respect onh andh2 , one gets the following
characteristic equations:

h5h
2u

D
tanhS D

2TD , ~12!

h25
mBgyHex12u2h2

D
tanhS D

2TD1h01kh2 , ~13!

where

h05
2xVVHex

NgymB
, k5

4xVVu2
Ngy

2mB
2 . ~14!

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~13! is the Zee-
man part ofh2 , whereas the following two terms represe
the contribution due to the Van Vleck susceptibility.

The entropy of the Nd electronic spin system can be
pressed as follows:

S52
]F

]T
2

]F

]h

]h

]T
2

]F

]h2

]h2

]T
. ~15!

However, by virtue of the equilibrium conditions]F/]h
50 and]F/]h250, i.e., one needs to take into account on
the explicit dependence ofF onT. Carrying out such differ-
entiation of Eq.~10!, we get~in units ofR per mole!

S5 ln 21 lnFcoshS D

2TD G2
D

2T
tanhS D

2TD . ~16!
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Let us discuss the characteristic Eqs.~12! and ~13! in
some greater detail. There are two distinct possibilities:~i!
there is polarization but no proper magnetic order of
(h50) or ~ii ! there is proper long-range order (hÞ0).

~i! h50(T.TN2). Equation~12! is automatically satis-
fied, whereas Eq.~14! takes the following form:

s5tanhS D

2TD , ~17!

where

s5~12k!h22h0 , ~18!

D5gymBHex12u2h2 . ~19!

Here we have introduced, for convenience, an explicit no
tion s for the Zeeman part of the polarizationh2 . Using Eqs.
~17!–~19! one can rewrite Eq.~16! as follows:

S5 ln 22 1
2 @~11s!ln~11s!1~12s!ln~12s!#. ~20!

Thus, explicit dependence ofS onT has been eliminated; th
only source of temperature dependence in Eq.~20! is s. It is
convenient to introduce the following dimensionless va
ables:

t5T
k21

u2
, ~21!

d5
gymBHex~k21!

2u2
2h052

h0

k
, ~22!

and to rewrite Eq.~17! in the form resolved fort,

t5
2~d2s!

lnS 11s

12s D . ~23!

This will enable us to calculate the specific heat in a straig
forward way,

C5T
]S

]T
5t

]S/]s

]t/]s
. ~24!

Carrying out the necessary derivations of Eqs.~20! and~23!
we get

C5
~d2s!2~12s2!

t~ t112s2!
. ~25!

Conjunction of Eqs.~23! and ~25! describes, in parametri
form, the dependence ofC on T for T.TN2 . Also, Eq.~23!
in conjunction with an obvious relation

h25
s1h0

12k
~26!

describes the temperature variation of the polarizationh2 .
The parameters varies between 0 (T5`) and sN (T
5TN2), wheresN5hN(12k)2h0 and hN is defined by
Eq. ~29! below.

~ii ! hÞ0(T,TN2). Equation~12! can be divided byh :
-

-

t-

2u

D
tanhS D

2TD51. ~27!

This enables us to eliminate the hyperbolic tangent from
~13!:

gymBHex12u2h252u@~12k!h22h0#, ~28!

or

h2[hN5
gymBHex/21uh0

u~12k!2u2
, ~29!

i.e.,h2 remains constant fromTN2 down to 0 K. It is conve-
nient to define parameters in this temperature range in suc
a way as to comply with Eq.~19!,

s5tanhS D

2TD5
D

2u
. ~30!

Then Eq.~20! for the entropy can be used both above a
below TN2 , s,sN , and s.sN , respectively. Obviously,
the entropy is continuous atTN2 , where a second-orde
phase transition takes place.

Substituting Eq.~28! into Eq. ~11! and dividing the latter
by 2u, we get the relation betweens andh

s5~h21sN
2 !1/2. ~31!

It is also convenient to redefine belowTN2 the dimensionless
thermal variablet as follows: t5T/u @t was defined above
TN2 by Eq. ~21!#. Then one can make use of Eq.~24! to
calculate the specific heatC. The final set of equations de
scribing parametrically theC vs t dependence forT,TN2 is

t5
2s

ln@~11s!/~12s!#
, ~32!

C5
s2~12s2!

t~ t211s2!
. ~33!

The parameters varies betweensN (T5TN2! and 1 (T
50).

Adding on an obvious relation,

h5~s22sN
2 !1/2, ~34!

we get the parametric form forh vs T. h increases fromh
50 at s5sN (T5TN2) to a maximum value ats51(T
50).

Summarizing, temperature dependence of the electro
polarization of typecy , h2 , aboveTN2 is described by a pair
of parametric equations, Eqs.~23! and ~26!, where the pa-
rameters varies between zero (T5`) and some positive
valuesN,1, corresponding toTN2 . Below TN2, h2 is con-
stant and equal tohN , Eq. ~29!. The quantityh, describing
the proper magnetic order of Nd whose exact type is
known, is zero aboveTN2 and is given by parametric equa
tions ~32! and~34! belowTN2 , sN,s,1. Finally, tempera-
ture dependence of the specific heat is found from parame
equations~23! and~25! aboveTN2 (0,s,sN) and~32! and
~33! below TN2 (sN,s,1). The absolute temperatureT
equalstu2 /(k21) aboveTN2 and tu belowTN2 .
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B. Polarization of the Nd31 nuclear moments

We shall now proceed to calculate the thermal averag
the sum of nuclear spin operators that enters Eqs.~5! and~6!.
The subsystem of nuclear spins of Nd can be regarded a
ideal paramagnet acted upon by a staggered hyperfine
Hhf having the same symmetry as the Nd electronic polar
tion. Since the latter is overwhelmingly dominated by t
cy mode ~see Fig. 6 below!, we assume thatHhf , just like
Hex, has only ay component, positive on Nd site Nos. 1,
and negative on site Nos. 3, 4. The Hamiltonian term wh
describes the hyperfine interaction in the magnetically
dered state is

Ĥhf52gNmNI zHhf

which splits the nuclear eightfold degeneracy (I5 7
2) into

equally spaced states with an energy difference betw
each:

Dhf5gNmNHhf .

Then Eq.~5! simplifies to

Fm1h~010!52
4bNd,i

AI ~ I11!
IBI S IgNmNHhf

T D , ~35!

whereBI(x) is the Brillouin function andgN is the nuclear
splitting factor.

As it will become apparenta posteriori, within the tem-
perature range under consideration in the present workT
.70 mK, the argument of the Brillouin function remain
small as compared with unity. This enables us to expand
Brillouin function in a power series and keep only the fi
term linear inHhf :

Fm1h~010!52
4

3
AI ~ I11!bNd,igN

mNHhf

T
. ~36!

Finally, as we presumably deal with the natural mixture
Nd isotopes, Eq.~36! should be correspondingly average
The result is

Fm1h~010!5beff
mNHhf

T
, ~37!

with

beff522A7@0.1218bi~
143Nd!gN~143Nd!

10.0829bi~
145Nd!gN~145Nd!#

5~5.360.7!310213 cm.

The following values have been used.18,22

~i! For 143Nd: natural abundance 12.18%,I5 7
2, bi

521.1(6)310213 cm, gN520.3076;
~ii ! for 145Nd: natural abundance 8.29%,I5 7

2, bi
513(7)310213 cm, gN50.190;

~iii ! the other Nd isotopes all haveI50.
Negative g factors mean that nuclear spins of bo

143Nd and 145Nd are antiparallel to the correspondin
nuclear magnetic moments and hence toHhf .
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The hyperfine contribution to the structure factor of t
~100! peak is identical with Eq.~37!. We thus can rewrite
Eq. ~6! as follows:

Fm1h~100!5aeffgyh21beff
mNHhf

T
, ~38!

whereaeff50.9334S a55.0310213 cm (S5 1
2), beff is the

same as in Eq.~38!, and parameterh2 depends on tempera
ture as described in the previous section.

The subsystem of Nd nuclear spins contributes to the s
cific heat in the form of a Schottky anomaly due to the th
mal population of the eight levels, equally spaced byDhf . In
the temperature region of interest the same high-tempera
approximation as employed for the Brillouin function ma
be applied to the heat capacity

Cn5
meff
2 Hhf

2

3T2
, ~39!

where

meff
2 5I ~ I11!gN

2mN
2515.753@0.1218gN

2 ~143Nd!

10.0829gN
2 ~145Nd!#mN

250.229mN
2

is the mean square of the effective nuclear moment for
natural mixture of Nd isotopes.

V. DETERMINATION OF ADJUSTABLE PARAMETERS

Expressions for the structure factors~37! and~38! contain
two adjustable parameters—they component of theg tensor
of Nd, gy , and the hyperfine field on the Nd nuclei,Hhf .
Further four adjustable parameters—u, u2 , Hex, and
xVV—are employed in calculatingh2 ~Sec. IV A!. In this
section we shall describe at length the procedure used t
the experimental data, with particular emphasis on its
quential character, so as to dispel natural doubt as to pos
ambiguity caused by the relatively large number of adju
able parameters.

A. Fitting the specific-heat data

We start with the specific-heat data aboveTN2 , i.e., in the
region of the Schottky anomaly, and notice that the cor
sponding equations~23! and ~25! contain just one free pa
rameterd, defined by Eq.~22!. Lettings run from 0.4 to 0.99
with step 0.01, we generatedC vs t dependences for a few
values ofd; some of them are shown in Fig. 4. The curv
have characteristic Schottky-type maxima, the height
which is uniquely determined byd. Experimentally, the spe
cific heat reaches the maximum value of 0.398 atT
52.19 K3. To reproduce this maximum value,d should be
taken equal to 4.3; the maximum is then reached at
52.79, Fig. 4. Thus, t52.79 must correspond toT
52.19 K. This sets the coefficient of proportionality b
tweenT and t, u2 /(k21)50.785 K. We can now plot the
specific heat againstT, rather than againstt, which simply
means taking thed54.3 curve from Fig. 4 and rescaling th
abscissa by a factor of 0.785. The result is the continu
curve in Fig. 5~to the right from the peak!.
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We choose the ‘‘model’’ Ne´el pointTN251.2 K, which is
slightly higher than the experimental value 1.05 K.2 ~Such
discrepancy is inherent in the mean-field approximation, t
ing a smallerTN2 would make the peak too tiny to see. F
the compromise valueTN251.2 K, the peak is shifted
slightly to the right but it is not too small as compared to t
experiment, so the overall agreement is better.! The corre-
sponding dimensionless Ne´el point is tN51.2/0.78551.52,
which means thatsN50.975. This latter value can be readi
checked by substitution into Eq.~23!; the t(s) dependence
described thereby is monotonic. At the Ne´el point one can
simultaneously use equations derived forT.TN2 and those
for T,TN2 ; thus, by virtue of Eq.~30!, u5D/2s, whereD
is given by Eq.~19! with h2 taken from Eq.~26!, and every-
where we sets5sN . This enables us to evaluateu :

u5
u2

k21 S d

sN
21D50.7853S 4.3

0.975
21D52.7 K.

We can finally calculate the low-temperature (T,TN2) part
of the specific-heat curve, Fig. 5, using Eqs.~32! and ~33!,
wheres runs fromsN50.975 to 1; the absolute temperatu
T is obtained multiplyingt by u52.7 K. Summarizing, fit-
ting the electronic contribution to the specific-heat data

FIG. 4. Dependence of the specific heat on dimensionless
perature, calculated using parametric Eqs.~21! and ~23! with 0.4
<s<0.99, for various fixed values ofd.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the specific heat
NdFeO3: l experiment, Ref. 2;s experiment, Ref. 3; continuou
curve—calculation, see the text. Inset;d low-temperature data.~a!
Hyperfine contribution calculated withHhf51 MOe, ~b! spin-wave
contribution,~c! mean-field model calculation.
-

s

yielded the following parameters:d54.3, u2 /(k21)
50.785 K, sN50.975, u52.7 K.

On the other hand, we note in Fig. 5 and curve~c! in its
insert that belowTN2 the mean-field model does not giv
good account of the experimental data, essentially beca
this simple model does not consider spin-wave excitations
is known that the spin-wave contribution for a thre
dimensional antiferromagnet isC/R5AT3, and indeed our
data may be fitted with the valueA50.16 K23 @see inset,
curve ~b!#. We have included in the inset@curve ~a!# the
expected hyperfine contribution calculated with the hyperfi
field Hhf51 MOe, the value found in the diffraction exper
ment~see next section! and added it to the spin-wave contr
bution. We see in Fig. 5~b! that the total predicted curve
agrees with the data, within the experimental error. We no
however, that the uncertainty in the data is rather high at
lowest temperatures because the spin-lattice relaxation
increases enormously giving rise to a large scatter in
measured points.

B. Fitting the neutron diffraction data

We shall start with the~100! reflection, Fig. 1. WhenT
.TN2 , the hyperfine contribution to the structure factor—t
second term in Eq.~36!—can be neglected, therefore
F(100)5aeff gy h2. Within that range of temperature we a
thus left, apart from the obvious scaling factorgy , with the
quantityh2 , whose temperature variation is described pa
metrically by Eqs.~23! and ~26!. Equation~26! contains a
yet unknown parameterh0 ~the other parameterk is not in
fact independent, sinceh0 /k52d524.3!. Let us takeT8
51.26 K andT9514.6 K as two reference points. The tw
corresponding points on thet scale are obtained by divisio
by 0.785: t851.605 andt9518.6. Finally,s850.969 and
s950.216 are the respective values ofs, those which yield
t8 and t9 when substituted into Eq.~23!. According to our
data, Fig. 1, the structure factorF(100) atT8 is 2.72 times
greater than it is atT9. Therefore, by virtue of Eq.~26!, s8
1h052.72(s91h0) or h050.22. We also get immediatel
k52d/h0520.051, u250.7853(k21)520.825 K, and
hN5(sN1h0)/(12k)51.14. Theh2 vs T dependence is
now fully determined, see Fig. 6. Then we plot (aeff gy h2)

2

-

of

FIG. 6. Calculated temperature dependence of parametersh and
h2 .
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against temperature and compare it with experimental d
The best agreement is achieved withgy51.6 ~lower continu-
ous curve in Fig. 7!.

Let us now consider the~010! reflection, Fig. 3. Accord-
ing to Eq. ~37!, the structure factorF(010) depends upon
just one adjustable parameter, the hyperfine fieldHhf ; the
best agreement with experiment was obtained
Hhf51.060.15 MOe, the solid curve in Fig. 3.~The large
error in Hhf comes from our poor knowledge ofgN of
145Nd.! We finally substitute this value ofHhf into Eq. ~38!
and plot the resultinguF(100)u2 across the whole range o
temperature~Fig. 7, the upper continuous line!. We thus
have found the following values for the adjustable para
eters of the model:u52.7 K, u520.825 K,Hex566 kOe,
xVV54.231024, gy51.6, Hhf51.0 MOe.

VI. DISCUSSION

It can be inferred from Figs. 3, 5, and 7 that, with t
above parameters, our model gives a fair account for both
specific-heat and the neutron diffraction data under con
eration. The salient feature of the model is its allowance
Van Vleck susceptibility. The value that we found,xVV
54.231024, can be compared with the low-temperatu
susceptibility of DyFeO3 along the c axis,23 2.431023,
which has purely Van Vleck origin due to the special ch
acter of the ground state of Dy. Due to the low symmetry
the rare-earth site in the orthoferrites, the wave functio
corresponding to the crystal-field levels are generally
known and exact evaluation ofxVV appears at present im
possible. A very crude estimation can be given assuming
at low temperatures only the ground Kramers doublet
populated and that under magnetic field it mixes with
first excited doublet only. Adopting the ‘‘typical’’ value
(J/2) mB for the matrix element between the ground and
first excited doublets we getxVV5NmB

2J2/4W, whereW is
the energy gap separating the doublets@W5122 K for
NdFeO3 ~Ref. 21! and 75 K for DyFeO3 ~Ref. 24!#. Despite
its roughness, this estimate predictsxVV surprisingly well,
see Fig. 8.

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the~100! peak intensity: the
points are the experimental data; the lower continuous curve
calculated without the hyperfine contribution@the first term of Eq.
~36! only#; the upper continuous curve was calculated using
complete Eq.~36!.
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With the value of the hyperfine field now establishe
Hhf51.0 MOe, it can be finally verified that the argument
the Brillouin function in Eq.~35! is 0.56 at the most~for
143Nd atT570 mK!. This justifies the expansion of the Bril
louin function in Eq.~36! and the use of Eq.~39!, whose
validity is subject to the same condition.

One can establish a direct correspondence between
rametersu and u2 of this work and the exchange integr
J520.88~3! K found in Ref. 2. Namely,u52.7 K↔23J
52.64(9) K andu2520.825 K↔J520.88(3) K, i.e., the
values of our parameters practically coincide with those
their counterparts from Ref. 2 and even though in this wo
u and u2 are regarded as independent their ratiou/u2'
23.3 does not happen to differ much from23, as was im-
posed in Ref. 2. The values ofgymBHex are also close: 7.1 K
in this work and 6.8 K in Ref. 2.

The overall magnetic moment of Nd atT51.5 K ~where
h251.12, Fig. 6! is oriented along theb axis and equals
h2gy/250.9 (mB). This value agrees well with what wa
earlier obtained in powder neutron diffraction experiments19

my(Nd)50.92(7)mB . However, the authors of Ref. 19 als
report to have detected atT51.5 K a considerablex compo-
nent of the Nd momentmx(Nd)50.68mB , which our model
assumes negligibly small. Our point of view can be su
ported by the following simple consideration. Spontaneo
magnetization of polycrystalline NdFeO3 was found to be
;0.05mB /f.u. atT51.3 K ~Ref. 25!, so for a single crystal
this value should be about twice as big, i.e.,;0.1mB /f.u.
This magnetization is oriented along thea axis and consists
of negative iron contribution ~associated with Fx!
;0.05mB /f.u. @independent of temperature and equal to t
for LaFeO3 ~Ref. 26!# and positive Nd contribution~associ-
ated with f x!, which thus appears to be;0.15mB /f.u. atT
51.3 K. Therefore, atT51.5 K mx(Nd) should be less than
0.15mB and it can be neglected. The reason of the erro
ously largemx(Nd) in Ref. 19, is not clear at present.

The Zeeman component of the Nd moment atT51.5 K is
sgy/250.75 (mB), i.e., the specific weight of the Van Vlec
contribution is about 17%. However, this specific weig
grows rapidly with temperature; atT56 K it is already as
high as 30%. The Van Vleck contribution to the Nd momen

as

e

FIG. 8. Comparison of the experimental values of van Vle
susceptibility for NdFeO3 and DyFeO3 perovskites with the esti-
mated dependence on the inverse of the energy gapW ~see text!.
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thus appears quite important for quantitative description
the neutron diffraction peak intensities. However, it does
enter Eq.~20! for the magnetic entropy~which depends only
on the Zeeman component of the polarizations! and hence
does not affect the specific heat. For that reason the spec
heat data alone were successfully described in Ref. 2 d
garding the Van Vleck susceptibility.

The low-temperature electronic magnetic moment of
mNd50.9mB is presented in Fig. 8 against the hyperfine fie
on NdHhf51.0 MOe. This moment appears greatly reduc
in comparison with the free-ion value 3.27mB . This is char-
acteristic of oxides, where the ground state of the rare e
is formed by the strong crystal field to be peculiar to ea
individual compound, for example,mNd51.3mB in
NdCrO3 ~Ref. 27! andmNd52.8mB in NdScO3.

33

A distinct situation takes place in 3d24 f intermetallics
rich in the 3d element: here the 3d subsystem is a ferromag
netic producing a strong exchange field acting on the r
earth and making its ground state nearly pureuJM&, M
5J, so that the magnetic moment is close to its free-
valuegJJmB . In line with that, the hyperfine fields on Nd i
such compounds~determined by NMR28,29! show little
variety—they all fall within a narrow interval between 3.4
and 3.60 MOe~see Fig. 9!. ~The alloy Nd0.1Gd0.9 studied in
Ref. 30 belongs to this group of compounds too.! However,
our results provide evidence in favor of the universal prop
tionality between the electronic magnetic moment and
hyperfine field on Nd, see Fig. 9.

Unfortunately, we are unable to include in this analy
the data on NdGaO3 ~Ref. 16! and Nd2CuO4 ~Ref. 31!, where
polarization of Nd nuclear moments was observed as w
because those data were given in arbitrary units. The valu
the hyperfine interaction constant which the authors of R
31 deduced from their own data cannot be relied upon eit
because~i! a factorI5 7

2 is missing in their Eq.~5!, ~ii ! the
fitting procedure employed in Ref. 31 was ill defined. Ch
topadhyay and Siemensmeyer31 regarded ‘‘const.’’ anda0 as
independent parameters in the expression co
@BI(a0I /T)#

2, which in their experimental conditions wa
practically equal to const.a0

2I 2/T2 and thus essentially de
pended only on the product of ‘‘const.’’ anda0

2. The value of
‘‘const.’’ was discarded, whereasa0 alone is worth little.

In regards to the symmetry of the Nd subsystem in
ordered phase, from the outset the possibility of it beingG2
was out of the question since the symmetries of the Nd
Fe subsystems must be different. On the basis of our data
can now also eliminate the modescz(G1) and cx(G3). In-
deed, if one of them were present, it would add
uFm(010)u2 a contribution proportional toh2(T), i.e., prac-
tically constant below 0.5 K, and equal to 0.035 b. Figure
denies such a suggestion. Finally, the purely ferromagn
f y(G3) and f z(G4) modes should be rejected too, as bei
v.
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highly unlikely in these antiferromagnetic materials.
The only admissible magnetic configurations of Nd a

the noncentrosymmetricG52G8 , but among them only
G5(gxay) andG8(axgy) are likely to take place in NdFeO3,
as they occur in other orthoferrites32 as well as in isostruc-
tural NdScO3 and NdInO3.

33 One could not conceivably ob
serve reflections produced by the modesg, since all of them
are superimposed by much stronger nuclear reflectio
Thus, the only way to advance by means of single-crys
neutron diffraction would be to look for the~001! line, which
may be produced by modesay(G5) or ax (G8). It should be
noted, however, that the powder neutron diffracti
experiments20 failed to detect the~001! peak.

In conclusion, the type magnetic ordering of Nd
NdFeO3 is in all likelihood G5 or G8 . Its observation in a
single-crystal neutron diffraction experiment, presents a
ficult task.
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FIG. 9. Electronic moment against hyperfine field on Nd:~1!
NdFeO3, this work; ~2! Nd intermetallic compounds. The ordinat
of point 2 is the free-ion valuemNd53.27mB ; the horizontal error
bar covers the interval with the following experimental data poin
Hhf53.53 MOe for Nd2Fe17 and 3.47 MOe for NdFe11Ti ~Ref. 29!,
3.45 and 3.60 MOe for the two Nd sites in Nd2Fe14B ~Ref. 28!, 3.59
MOe for Nd0.1Gd0.9 ~Ref. 30!.
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